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Let’s take a look at the three top cryptocurrencies Dogecoin, Klaytn and Chronoly that will break out
in 2022.

Cryptocurrency  is  becoming  more  and  more  popular  due  to  the  increasing  value  of  specific
encrypted assets. At present, there are dozens of digital currencies, and more digital currencies are
produced every day. So the question is which will be the next major cryptocurrency to become a
virus.  Are you going to  invest  in  cryptocurrency? Choosing the best  cryptocurrency to  buy is
difficult, with more than 15000 digital assets. Here we tell you about the three top cryptocurrencies
that will erupt in 2022.

Cryptocurrency experts predict that Dogecoin (Doge), Klaytn (Klay) and Chronoly (CRNO) (in the
pre-sale stage and popular among major players) will break out in 2022 and provide unimaginable
returns. Behind Chronoly is a real-world, rare and exclusive luxury watch.

1. Dogecoin (Doge)
Dogecoin (Doge) gained traction in the cryptocurrency industry last year and is one of the top
memory cryptocurrencies that will grow slowly in 2022. Dogecoin (Doge) recalled that the coin was
just a joke at the beginning and never thought to take it seriously. Still, some people have made
money from the Dogecoin (Doge) mania. For example, a senior manager of Goldman Sachs resigned
after winning millions of dollars in Dogecoin (Doge) investment.

SpaceX revealed last year that they planned to erect billboards on the track – of course, people
might pay with Dogecoin (Doge), followed by Elon Musk, the most famous advocate of Dogecoin
(Doge). His activities have repeatedly affected the stock and cryptocurrency markets. According to
cryptocurrency analysts, this commemorative coin may reach the highest price of $0.75 in 2022, an
increase of 300% from the current level.
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2. Klaytn (KLAY)
Klaytn (Klay) has dropped sharply to $0.60 from $2.40 last year. Klaytn (Klay) is still in a downward
trend and may rise. Klaytn (Klay) it is an ideal choice for day traders because it can generate
incremental buying opportunities. Topgoal’s recent cooperation with binance, football institutions
and world-famous players has promoted it to the status of a well-known enterprise. Klaytn (Klay)
recently announced a strategic relationship with Klaytn (a public blockchain driven by kakao) to
develop its sports gambling ecosystem.

Klaytn (Klay) takes a positive attitude towards metadata and makes its products adapt to metadata
related use cases. AAA quality games, NFT and the new defiservices are among them. In addition,
given the experience of its management committee members in blockchain, social networks, digital
assets, games and entertainment, the platform has the ability to succeed in this field.

3. Chronoly (CRNO)
Chronoly (CRNO) is a new cryptocurrency start-up company. Although the current market conditions
are very good, it has been operating well. Chronoly (CRNO) is the world’s first piecemeal watch
investment platform based on blockchain technology. With bets as low as $10, Chronoly (CRNO)
customers can buy, trade and invest in rare luxury clocks from international companies such as
Rolex, Patek Philippe, Richard Miller and Abbey.

At present, Chronoly (CRNO) token is in the first stage of pre-sale and has had a perfect start. In less
than 90 seconds, the sales of Chronolys native token CRNO exceeded 19million. Since the collapse of
UST, investors have shown greater interest because Chronolys is linked to appreciating assets in the
real  world.  Therefore,  top cryptocurrency analysts predict  that the price of  CRNO will  rapidly
increase by more than 5000% during the pre-sale period.

Chronoly (CRNO) tokens are backed by real assets – certified and validated high-quality watches.
Therefore, the Chronoly (CRNO) ecosystem is attractive to investors because it allows investors to
buy NFTs from the Chronoly market and sell them to obtain added value, so as to own some luxury
watches for as little as $10. Investors with NFT tokens that are 100% supported by the watch can
redeem luxury watches stored in high security vaults at any time and transport them to more than
120 destinations around the world. This is done by one of their security logistics partners.

Chronoly is considered to be one of the fastest growing cryptocurrency assets in 2022, and now is an
opportunity to take advantage of this advantage. Don’t miss this opportunity. You can buy CRNO
tokens on the official website of Chronoly. Our choice this week is undoubtedly Chronoly!
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